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Next Steps
If you are interested in developing a course that can be delivered 
under ECITB licence against either the CSU Manager or Technician 
TS please contact your ECITB account manager or 
Blair.Barclay@ecitb.org.uk for further information.

Some of the partners involved in the development are:

The ECITB has created a national 
training standard for the delivery of 
commissioning and start up scope 
of work.  This will increase skill 
levels and competence of people 
working in the nuclear industry, 
thereby contributing towards safe 
efficient project delivery.

Tony McNicol
Commissioning Capability Lead
Sellafield 

It has been a pleasure working with 
ECITB and colleges from within 
the industry creating a common 
training standard that will form a 
foundation for the development of 
commissioning managers of the 
future.
 

David Baker 
Head of Commissioning
Costain



1. The CSU Manager TS 
Suitable for those that currently work as or are considering moving into the role 
of CSU Manager, the TS sets out the training necessary to develop the required 
skills and knowledge to understand the principles, processes, considerations and 
techniques associated with Managing the Commissioning and Start Up process.

2. The CSU Engineer TS 
Suitable for those that currently work as, or are considering moving into the role 
of CSU Engineer, the TS sets out the training necessary to develop the required 
skills and knowledge to understand the principles, processes, considerations 
and techniques associated with fulfilling the role of Engineer within the 
Commissioning and Start Up process.

Introduction 
The ECITB, employers and Industry experts have developed two training 
standards (TS) for individuals who work in the Commissioning and Start-Up (CSU) 
phase of Engineering Construction Projects. The standards define the training 
curriculum for two individual roles:

I approached ECITB to 
develop training standards in 
commissioning and start-up for 
engineering professionals working 
in the process industries, as these 
have been missing until now. I 
am very pleased my contribution 
will help build vital skills that are 
essential to safe and timely CSU.

Alan Mills
CSU Advisor, Auditor and Trainer
Falcon Global

This course will provide a golden 
opportunity for people to join the 
growing community of competent 
commissioning engineers 
and managers with a portable 
qualification allowing them to 
work in a wide range of sectors 
and regulated environments.

Simon Block
Commissioning Manager
EDF Energy

Commissioning is an important part of delivering a successful project. This 
industry wide commissioning training standard is essential in developing the 
skills required to do this safely and effectively.  As a consultancy that works 
across industry sectors, a benchmark allows for those skills to transferred, 
making the workforce more deployable.

Alastair Robertson
Managing Director
OSL Consulting

This industry initiative and the 
published Training Standards 
will help to assure technical 
comprehension, competency and 
professionalism in Commissioning 
Management.

Kenneth O’Hara
Commissioning Consultant 
(Dexcrest Limited)
Project Manager 
(Competas Global Limited)

This course provides delegates 
with a comprehensive 
understanding of the professional 
skills and knowledge required 
for undertaking successful 
Commissioning and Start-Up 
activities. The course can be 
contextualised and applied to wide 
range of industrial assets

Phil Blewitt
Managing Director
NETA Training Group

The following outcomes will be covered in context to the role outlined in the TS, 
namely Manager or Engineer:

• Fundamental principles of commissioning and start -up,
• Preparing for start-up,
• Developing the CSU processes and handover package,
• The role of the commissioning team,
• Auditing and gap analysis in CSU,
• Commissioning procedures,
• Sourcing spares and utilising specialist services in CSU,
• CSU implementation,
• CSU pre-start up requirements,
• CSU completion.


